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Google adverts now with 3 decades of IT

experience at GHC GmbH
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-- Our digitally connected world now

requires that things be done a little

differently. Marketing now isn’t

something done on the paper, it’s

online now. So is the rest of the

world.

Competing on a platform as large as

the internet for an attention span that

is receding means that only one can be

king. One who has mastered the art of digital marketing. 

Or customers could get one on their case. 

GHC GmbH is a Swiss-based IT/Business consultant with more than 30 years of experience

under our belt. GHC combines the best of what business has to offer, with the most

technologically advanced and effective digital marketing services of our times. 

Now it's even better: as far as digital marketing goes, no tool is as effective as Google Ads. And

GHC take well-earned pride in the fact that they provide the best Google Ads services that

customer's business will ever need. 

But before we go into GHC, let’s run prospective customers through Google Ads. 

Google Ads

Google Ads are the best way of dominating the digital realm with costumers firm. It targets what

customers want to target, with pinpoint accuracy, and displays adverts in a manner that gives a

great return on investment (RoI). And not only that, but with Google Ads, they can also run their

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.ghc-gmbh.ch/google-ads-performance-ads/


own PPC (pay-per-click) adverts and double down on their digital advertisement and outreach, all

with one tool. 

GHC helps leverage Google’s incredible tool

At GHC, they understand that a strategy is as effective as its implementation. Therefore, they

present themselves as an experienced agency that not only has a whopping three decades of

experience in business and IT, but also a team spearheaded by people who are Google-certified

and help deliver the best results using their in-depth knowledge of Google Ads.

GHC has been providing Google Ads services since 2007, and they take pride in being an agency

that puts ROI above all. 

What GHC will help with

GHC is not only specialized in Google Ads, but also in the whole menagerie of services that befits

a top-tier digital marketing agency. Along with Google Ads and search engine optimization (SEO)

services, they also offer, PPC Marketing: Pay per click marketing, an incredibly successful digital

marketing model. GHC will help customers with each and every single detail in the PPC

campaign; from picking the right keywords to copywriting, customers can rest easy knowing their

digital marketing case is in the hands of the best. 

Google Ads services: Not just the base service, GHC also provide the whole suite of services to

ensure customers digital marketing bid gets plastered wherever they want, in front of whom

they want to target. These include, 

•  Google Analytics

•  Webmaster account

•  Google Merchant account

•  SEO campaigns

•  CPA/ ROAS optimization 

If customers thought digital marketing wasn’t easy, they thought right. But we will make it look

easy. 

Why choose GHC?

Most digital marketing agencies busy themselves with the setting up of the campaign and don’t

actually bother with the implementation and the reporting on the campaign. Don’t even think

about reporting post-campaign, because once it’s done, the agency is also done.

Customers can rely on GHC, knowing that not only are they going to look after the campaign

throughout the cycle, but also provide active monitoring of campaigns to make sure their money

https://www.ghc-gmbh.ch/suchmaschinen-optimierung-seo/


isn’t wasted on irrelevant clicks. Any other thing that could bother customers? 

Just call or email GHC, and they are on the case right away. 

Want to dominate Google Ads? Let the best show them around. Contact GHC at gh@ghc-

gmbh.ch to get started on the digital journey of excellence.
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